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Decision Analysis

A decision is a choice between 
alternatives based on 
estimates of the values of 
those alternatives.



Decision Analysis

Supporting a decision means 
helping people working alone 
or in a group gather 
intelligence, generate 
alternatives and make choices 



Decision Analysis

Supporting the choice making 
process involves supporting 
the estimation, the evaluation
and/or the comparison of 
alternatives



Decision Analysis

H. A. Simon is considered a 
pioneer in the development of 
human decision-making 
models. 
His basic model depicts human 
decision-making as a three-
stage process



Decision Making Stages



Decision Making Stages



Decision Making Stages

Intelligence: The identification 
of a problem (or opportunity) 
that requires a decision and the 
collection of information 
relevant to the decision



Decision Making Stages

Intelligence: deciding what to 
decide
The intelligence stage may 
involve, for example, 
comparing the current status of 
a project or process with its 
plan



Decision Making Stages

Intelligence: deciding what to 
decide
The end result of the 
intelligence phase is a problem 
statement.



Intelligence Phase

Data Gathering
Observation of reality and 
collecting of any relevant 
qualitative and quantitative data 
is done for the general situation of 
interest.



Decision Making Stages

Problem Recognition 
Based on the interpretation of 
collected data, a well focused 
problem statement and general 
objective is defined.



Intelligence Phase

Data Gathering
~ I’m hungry
~ It’s 6 o’clock on evening
~ We have nothing in the fridge 
(oh, i forgot, I’m anak kos. I 
don’t have a fridge)



Intelligence Phase

Problem Recognition
~ I had to have dinner



Intelligence Phase

Problem Statement
~ What to do about dinner?



Decision Making Stages

Design: Creating, developing, 
and analyzing alternative 
courses of action



Design Phase

Model Formulation
Using the well-focused problem, a 
predefined model  is instanced with a 
set of courses of action, outcomes 
criteria, set of uncontrolled events and 
parameters, and the relationships 
between these variables. If a 
predefined model is unavailable, a 
new model must be developed.



Design Phase

Model Analysis
Face validity and pilot test of the 
model is conducted  to reduce any 
potential source of significant 
error.



Model Phase

Search for Alternatives
~ Cooking

~ use ingredients that are already in 

our kitchen
~ we can go to the store. 

~ letting someone else cook
~ get a free meal at a friend’s kos
~ go to a restaurant in any of several 
categories.



Model Phase

Setting Objectives
~ I want a cheap, speed making, 
satisfy, healthy enough dinner



Model Phase

Formulate a model
~ Speed : 3
~ Cost : 5
~ Satisfaction (kenyang) : 4
~ Nutrition : 1



Model Phase

Model Analysis
~ In this case, maybe no 
analysis needed



Model Phase

Set Evaluation Criteria
~ Price between 2000-5000
~ 30 minutes cooking
~ Nutrition doesn't matter, at 
least not hungry anymore



Model Phase

Alternatives
~ Cooking Indomie

~ Speed : fast
~ Cost : low
~ Satisfaction : low
~ Nutrition : very low



Model Phase

Alternatives 
~ Cooking rice + Indomie

~ Speed : medium
~ Cost : low
~ Satisfaction : high
~ Nutrition : very low



Model Phase

Alternatives 
~ Get Indomie + rice at friend’s 
kos

~ Speed : medium
~ Cost : free
~ Satisfaction : high
~ Nutrition : very low



Model Phase

Alternatives 
~ Go to Papa jahat

~ Speed : medium
~ Cost : high
~ Satisfaction : high
~ Nutrition : medium



Decision Making Stages

Choice: Selecting a course of 
action from those available.



Choice Phase

Generation & Evaluation
With a validated model, all courses 
of action are evaluated (or 
dynamically generated) and what-
if, sensitivity, and goal-seeking
analysis are conducted, in terms of 
the outcomes criteria.



Choice Phase

Selection 
Best course of action is finally 
suggested, using an optimization, 
satisfaction criteria, or other 
approach.



Choice Phase

Evaluation
~ Cooking Indomie : 80
~ Cooking rice + indomie : 90
~ Get Indomie+rice at friend’s 
kos : 100
~ Go to Papa jahat : 60



Choice Phase

Selection
~ Cooking Indomie : 80
~ Cooking rice + indomie : 90
~ Get Indomie+rice at friend’s 
kos : 100
~ Go to Papa jahat : 60



Implementation

~ Go to a friend’s kos
~ Ask for rice and indomie
~ Cooking or let him cook for 
you
~ Bon appétit



Implementation

Failure: Return to the modeling 
process



Decision Making Stages



TYPES OF 
DECISIONS



Types of Decisions

Level of decision making -
Scope

Structured
Unstructured

Strategic

Managerial

Operational



Nature of Decision

Structured Problems
~ Routine and repetitive with 
standard solution
~ Well defined decision making 
procedure
Given a well-defined set of input, a 
well defined set of output is 
defined



Nature of Decision

Semi-structured Problems
~ Has some structured aspect
~ Some of the inputs or outputs or 
procedures are not well defined



Nature of Decision

Unstructured Problems
~ All phases of decision making 
process are unstructured
~ Not well defined input, output 
set and procedures



Nature of Decision

Operational Planning and 
Control:

~ Focus on efficient and effective 
execution of specific tasks.
~ They affect activities taking place 
right now
~ E.g... What should be today's 
production level



Nature of Decision

Management Control and 
Tactical Planning

~ Focus on effective utilization of 
resources
~ more longer range planning 
horizon

~ E.g... What is next years

production level



Nature of Decision

Strategic Planning
~ Long-range goals and policies 
for resource allocation
~ E.g... What new products should 
be offered



Types of Decisions



Information Characteristics

Characteristics Operational Managerial Strategic

Accuracy High Low

Level of detail Detailed Aggregate

Time horizon Present Future

Use Frequent Infrequent

Source Internal External

Scope Narrow Wide

Nature Quantitative Qualitative

Age Current Current/old



Rational Decision 
Making



Rational decision making

Elements for rational decision 
making

~ Identify the goal to be achieved by 
the decision
~ Identify the options available to the 
decision maker
~ Evaluate the likely outcomes if each 
option is chosen
~ Decide which option is best
~ … And then Do it!



Rational decision making

In addition, we must judge 
these alternatives in terms of 
their relative use of raw 
materials, their impact upon 
our constraints, and their 
benefits in terms of our 
objective.



Rational decision making



Rational decision making

Economic rationality : optimize
the economic condition of the 
firm, such as minimizing costs, 
maximizing profits, or 
maximizing return for investors



Rational decision making

Technical rationality : a DSS 
must include appropriate data 
and models with which to 
evaluate the technical aspects
of the choices



Rational decision making

Legal rationality prescribes that 
before a choice is accepted, the 
decision maker(s) should 
ensure that the action is within 
the bounds of legality in the 
jurisdiction in which the activity 
will take place.



Rational decision making

Social rationality is a 
consideration of the ethical 
nature of the choice from the 
perspective of both the society 
as a whole and the decision 
unit as a group.



Rational decision making

The DSS must support 
procedural or substantive 
rationality as well.



Rational decision making

Political rationality requires the 
decision maker to be aware of 
the relationships between
individuals, between 
departments, and perhaps even 
between organizations when
evaluating a choice process.



Rational decision making

Not all DSS will contain 
information regarding all forms 
of rationality equally, and not 
all choices will require them 
equally. 



Rational decision making

However, since we know that 
decision makers consider—or 
should consider—these various 
facets of rationality, designers 
should try to provide support 
for them.



Bounded 
Rationality and 
Muddling Through



Bounded Rationality

Simon suggests that decision 
makers do not optimize their 
decisions. Rather, these decision 
makers generally satisfice; that 
is, they find not the best 
possible action but rather one 
that is good enough.



Bounded Rationality



Bounded Rationality

He argued that decision makers 
make rational decisions that 
are bounded by these 
limitations (hence the term 
bounded rationality).



Muddling through

Muddling through describes 
decision makers' unwillingness
to make bold changes through 
their choices. Rather, they 
prefer minor decisions that 
cause only incremental changes 
in their environment



Muddling through

Muddling through means it 
suggests that designers of 
systems should not endeavor to 
make available all information 
or all models that could 
possibly be used by those 
making choices.



Muddling through

Not using all possible 
information is not in itself bad. 
Finally, designers of DSS should 
not feel compelled to include 
models that are not cost 
effective.



HOW DECISIONS 
ARE SUPPORTED?



Intelligence Phase
– Automatic

• Data Mining
– Expert systems, CRM, neural 
networks

– Manual
• OLAP
• KMS

– Reporting
• Routine and ad hoc



Design Phase
– Financial and forecasting models
– Generation of alternatives by 
expert system
– Relationship identification through 
OLAP and data mining
– Recognition through KMS
– Business process models from CRM,
RMS, ERP, and SCM



Choice Phase
– Identification of best alternative
– Identification of good enough 
alternative
– What-if analysis
– Goal-seeking analysis
– May use KMS, GSS, CRM, ERP, and
SCM systems



Implementation
– Improved communications
– Collaboration
– Training
– Supported by KMS, expert 
systems, GSS



SUPPORT


